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A very warm welcome to Yorkshire Yurts
All our unique yurts are hand built to the highest quality and made 
with the finest natural products. The hardwood frames are steam 
bent ash together with solid oak doors and coated with a heavy 
grade natural canvas.

The yurts are extremely versatile and are suitable for a whole range 
of special occasions and events. The interiors can be adapted to 
suit your needs. Cosy in winter with wood burning stoves or nice  
and airy in summer with the option of taking down the sides. The 
yurts are sure to make an impression.

There is something magical about a round yurt. 
Yurts are widely recognised for their spiritual 
and healing powers.



50ft Yurt
With its hardwood steam bent wooden ribs and solid oak doors our 
50ft yurt is the biggest of its kind in Europe........as far as we know 
possibly even the world!! 

This spectacular handmade yurt is ideal for seating 100 - 200 
guests. With various possible seating configurations the 50ft yurt 
has 4 sets of double doors and therefore has the capacity to attach 
additional yurts for a whole variety of uses. 



33ft Yurt
Standing 5 metres tall the 33ft yurt certainly has the ‘wow’ factor. 
With a capacity to sit up to 100 people or stand 150 people there are 
various set ups for accommodating your guests. The 33ft yurt has 2 
sets of double oak doors and therefore has the capability to attach 
on to buildings, catering tents or even additional yurts.



25ft Yurt
Like all our yurts the beautiful handcrafted 25ft yurt has steam bent 
wooden lats and 2 sets of solid oak doors. Ideal for seating up to 60 
guests for an intimate wedding or party. 

With a capacity of standing 100 guests the stunning 25ft yurt can be 
attached to other yurts or venues for many different types of uses. 
Whether it is a chill out yurt with fire and bean bags, dance yurt or yurt 
bar a magical space is guaranteed.



21ft Yurt
The stunning 21ft yurt has 2 sets of double oak doors. Seating up 
to 35 people and standing 60. The 21ft yurt is spectacular in its own 
right or attached to additional yurts or buildings alike. Ideal for a 
yurt bar or chill-out area, dining or dancing. The possibilities are 
endless.



17ft Yurt
Our 17ft yurts with their unique round top oak doors can be used for a 
whole host of uses. Seating 20 people for a dinner party or sleeping up 
to 8 people. Typical uses would be dining, sleeping or a crèche yurt.



14ft Yurt 
Like all our yurts the ‘baby’ has steam bent wooden lats and a solid 
oak door. Ideal for an intimate dinner party for 10 people or why not 
enquire about our special honeymoon yurt package.
 



Combinations
Attaching multiple yurts together not only looks stunning but can also 
increase your venue size. From chill out areas to dining and dancing 
you can let your imagination run wild. Whatever your party size we 
can create a combination that is perfect for you. The yurts can also 
be adjoined on to all sorts of buildings or marquees to give that extra 
‘wow’ factor to any event.



Petal Pole Marquee
The stunning new ‘Petal Pole Marquee’ is based on a traditional 
pole marquee with the added scooped ridge line giving it a more 
contemporary feel. Like the yurts the Petal Pole Marquee is made 
of a heavy grade natural canvas with wooden poles. The petal pole 
tent is turning heads everywhere.

Available in a variety of sizes: 9 x 9m, 9 x 15m and 9 x 21m. The 
versatile space can be tailored to suit your requirements with a 
maximum seating capacity of 180 people.



Yurt Hire
• All our yurts come with oak door, full PVC 

groundsheet, carpet, fire extinquisher as standard.

• All prices include set up and dismantling.

• Delivery charges are dependant on current fuel 
prices and are charged on a mileage rate from 
Ripon, North Yorkshire.

• From a basic to a fully styled and furnished yurt,  
we can tailor a package to suit your needs.

• Please get in touch for a detailed quotation.

Styling Options

Choose a range of styling options - From English 
Country Garden to Arabian Nights our yurts can really 
create the ‘wow’ factor. We understand that every event 
is unique and our team of stylists can work with you to 
design a theme that exceeds expectations.

Finishing Touches
• Oak Bar 

• Dance floors

• Fairy light canopy

• Lanterns

• Uplights

• Sheep skin rug

• Cow hide rug

• Chill out bean bags

• Roll out mattresses

• Tables, chairs, benches

• Wood burning stoves

• Fireworks

• Log baskets
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e: info@yorkshireyurts.co.uk   t: 01423 410030 
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